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PERSONAL BRANDING
Hi, I am excited to get on this personal style journey with you!

1) If you haven't done so yet, fill in the two assessments below:

a) Personal Brand Style: CLICK HERE to access it.
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2)

The next step is to create Pinterest style boards that represent

your style and the way you envision yourself looking
professionally. This will not only help me to find you the perfect
clothes, shoes, and accessories, but it will help you gain much
clarity on the brand image you want to project. When browsing,
keep into consideration your brand and message you want to
convey along with the kind of audience you need to relate to. The
most important board is "My Style" and this is where you should
spend most of your time.

a) Boards to Create:
My Personal Style – outfits you like and can see yourself
wearing.
Jewelry – Jewelry you really like and also the way the person
wears it (layered jewelry that looks cool to you).
Shoes – Shoes can make or break an outfit. Looking chic and
polished is in the details. This will be a great source of
inspiration for you and your stylist when shopping.

b) You can type key words such as glamour outfit, chic
jewelry, Valentino, or flower dress. Anything you feel
represents what you think your brand looks like or the type of
clothes you like. How would you love someone to describe
your personal style?

Use the answers as your keywords.

Images related to the key word will appear. Scroll down and
look at outfits you like.
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c) When you see images you like, save them on the boards you
created. Then, look below the image and other outfits similar
will appear. You can select and save as many as you like.

d)

If you have difficulty finding styles or outfits you like

when doing your search, you can search the internet or search
Pinterest for celebrities’ styles you really like. Just type the
celebrity name in the search bar. You’ll start to see whose style
you are the most attracted to and you can even refer back to
these same celebrities for inspiration in the future.
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3) If you need more ideas or support to create your Pinterest board,
you can also refer to the links that correspond to your personal brand
style and archetype quiz results below to inspire you and get you
started with outfit ideas.

PERSONAL BRAND STYLES:

Classic - https://www.pinterest.com/wecanstyle/style-classic/

Dramatic/Glamour

- https://www.pinterest.com/wecanstyle/style-

glamourdramatic/

Fashion Forward - https://www.pinterest.com/wecanstyle/stylefashion-forwardtrendy/

Romantic/whimsical - https://www.pinterest.com/wecanstyle/stylewhimsicalromantic/

Bohemian/Creative https://www.pinterest.com/wecanstyle/style-bohemiancreative/
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4) Once you have over 20-30 images on your “my style” board, look
for similarities (colors, patterns, textures, outfit formulas or
layout…). What themes do you see emerging or recurring? Take
note of these themes and get rid of images that don’t fit or are not
congruent with them. Voila! You just created your Personal Brand
Image. This is a work in progress and it's always a good idea to
revisit, keep pinning things you love, and polish your style vision.
Have fun creating your boards!

If you are interested and ready to up-level your personal brand image to
make a lasting impact, attract hundreds of high level clients and
business opportunities and grow your income exponentially just like my
clients do. You can book your complimentary Session with me HERE
to talk about how I can best support you. I look forward to getting to
know you better!

Josée xx

